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Abstract
In this work, the solution of a sparse system of linear algebraic equations is obtained by using the Cramer rule. The
determinants are computed with the help of the numerical structure approach de0ned in Suchkov (Graphs of Gearing
Machines, Leningrad, Quebec, 1983) in which only the non-zero elements are used. Cramer rule produces the solution
directly without creating 0ll-in problem encountered in other direct methods. Moreover, the solution can be expressed
exactly if all the entries, including the right-hand side, are integers and if all products do not exceed the size of the
largest integer that can be represented in the arithmetic of the computer used. The usefulness of Suchkov numerical
structure approach is shown by applying on seven examples. Obtained results are also compared with digraph approach
described in Mittal and Kurdi (J. Comput. Math., to appear). It is shown that the performance of the numerical structure
approach is better than that of digraph approach. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Sparse linear system; Cramer rule; Determinant; Numerical structure; Digraph approach; Permanent; Storage
scheme
1. Introduction
Many scienti0c and engineering applications, which occur in daily life can be ultimately modeled
in terms of systems of linear algebraic equations. Most of the time the coe>cient matrices of these
systems are sparse [1,16,10,19], that is, most of their entries aij are non-zeros. Therefore, general
methods should not be applied to solve such systems because they do not exploit the sparsity of
the coe>cient matrices. The main objective here is to solve a sparse system in such a way that it
saves CPU time as well as memory space. When a sparse matrix is having some special structure
such as, band or block band structure, etc., the e>cient techniques are available in the literature for
solving such systems, for example see [10,17]. However, for a random sparse matrix, 0rst one has
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to devise a storage scheme to store non-zero elements and then use it to 0nd the solution. There
are a number of storage schemes available in the literature, to store a random sparse matrix, for
example see Allan et al. [1], and Rose Willoughby [18]. The storage scheme that we have used is
row ordered list of uncompressed storage scheme [1] and is given in detail in Section 3.
Generally, iterative methods [4,11,13] are preferred to solve a large random linear system [8]
because direct methods produce the so-called ‘0ll-ins’ [5], initially zero elements which become
non-zero during the solution process, and for which storage must be reserved. But the problem is
that the positions in which 0ll-ins appear are not known in advance. On the other hand, there is
no guarantee that an iterative method for a random sparse matrix will converge, or even if it does,
the convergence rate can be very slow. However, Cramer rule [7] is one of the direct methods
which does not produce “0ll-ins”. Cramer rule is seldom used to 0nd the solution of linear systems
because it requires values of n+ 1 determinants each of order n× n. As each determinant contains
n! terms, the number of arithmetic operations involved become exorbitantly large for large n. But
for a random sparse matrix whose many entries are zeros, the number of operations in computation
of the determinant is considerably reduced. Therefore, ePorts are made in this work to e>ciently
compute determinants of such large random matrices.
The determinant of a sparse matrix can be computed by using its associated digraph given in
Chen [6] or by using its numerical structure de0ned in Suchkov [20]. We have compared both the
methods and have shown that the numerical structure approach is much better than digraph approach.
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, numerical structure and digraph approaches
are described. The row ordered list uncompressed storage scheme used in this paper is explained in
Section 3. The numerical experiments done and results obtained by both the techniques are given in
Section 4. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks.
2. Solution by Cramer rule
We 0rst explain the two techniques considered in this work, namely numerical structure and
associated digraph approach to solve a sparse system of linear equations.
2.1. Numerical structure approach
In this section, we outline two algorithms to 0nd the determinant of a matrix and show that
Algorithm 2 is very e>cient. Suchkov [20] has given the following de0nition of associated numerical
structure of a square matrix:
Denition 1. Let A be a square matrix of order n. The associated numerical structure, denoted by
symbol S(A[n; n]) or simply S, is de0ned as
S =
1 H1
2 H2
· ·
· ·
· ·
Rn Hn;
(1)
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where 1; 2; : : : ; n in 0rst column of S, represents the row number and Hi; (i=1; 2; : : : ; n) in the second
column are consisting of all columns indices of non-zero elements in the ith row of A.
For example, let A be 6× 6 matrix


a11 0 0 0 a15 0
a21 a22 a23 0 0 0
a31 0 a33 a34 0 0
0 0 a43 a44 0 0
0 0 0 0 a55 0
0 0 0 0 a65 a66


: (2)
The associated numerical structure is given by
S =
1 {1 5}
2 {1 2 3}
3 {1 3 4}
4 {3 4}
5 {5}
6 {5 6}:
(3)
2.1.1. Computing the determinant of a matrix
We outline two algorithms to 0nd the determinant of A. Before we explain the algorithms we
give some fundamentals of tree theory.
Let T be a tree with root O and let 0; 1; : : : ; n be a simple path of T then
1. n−1 is parent of n, i.e., n−1 = parent(n):
2. n is child of n−1, i.e., n = child(n−1).
3. x ∈ T is a leaf if it has no children.
4. A path from the root O= 0 to a leaf n is the sequence (0; 1); (1; 2); : : : ; (n−1; n) such that
i−1 = parent(i).
It may be noted that if there are m leaves then there will be m distinct path from O to the leaves.
Algorithm 1. The rooted tree T (S) associated with numerical structure S in (1) is constructed as
follows:
Step 1: 1 = child(O); 1 ∈ H1, where H1 is the set of column indices of non-zero elements in
the 0rst row.
Step 2: For each child 1 in Step 1, we have
for i = 2; 3; : : : ; n do
i = child(i−1); i ∈ Hi; such that i is not in {1; 2; : : : ; i−1} for all i:
For example, for (2) the tree T (S) is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Tree associated with matrix (2).
The basic idea of Algorithm 1 is that we write (3) in such a way that each column in S is having
diPerent column indices, that is, a column in S represents a permutation of n.
For example, for (3) we have
S =
1 {1 5}
2 {1 2 3}
3 {1 3 4}
4 {3 4}
5 {5}
6 {5 6}
=
1 1 1 5 5 5
2 2 3 1 2 3
3 {1 3 4}
4 {3 4}
5 {5}
6 {5 6}
=
1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
2 2 2 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 3
3 3 4 4 3 4 1 3 4 1 4
4 {3 4}
5 {5}
6 {5 6}
=
1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3
3 3 4 3 4 1 1 3 4 1
4 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4
5 {5}
6 {5 6}
=
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 4
4 4 3
5 5 5
6 {5 6}
=
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 4
4 4 3
5 5 5
6 6 6:
(4)
Denition 2. The determinant of a square matrix A of order n is de0ned by
det(A) =
∑

sign()a1(1)a2(2) : : : an(n); (5)
where summation is taken over all the n! permutations and sign() is 1 if  is even permutation
and is −1 if it is odd.
As (4) contains only two permutations, there are two non-vanishing terms in the determinant
expansion of (2) (see also Fig. 1). That is,
det(A) = a11a22a33a44a55a66 − a11a22a34a43a55a66: (6)
Note that Algorithm 1 involves considerable computer ePort in getting the permutations giving
non-vanishing terms. However, this can be made more e>cient by arranging the rows in (3) in
increasing order of number of elements in them. This is given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2.
Let A be a matrix of order n; S be numerical structure of A, and let Hi; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) be a set
of column indices of non-zero elements in row i. Then the rooted tree T (S) of S is given by
1. Arrange Hi; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) according to their cardinalities, i.e., |H1|6|H2|6 · · ·6|Hn|.
2. Call Algorithm 1 to construct T (S).
For example, for (3), we have
S =
5 {5}
1 {1 5}
4 {3 4}
6 {5 6}
2 {1 2 3}
3 {1 3 4}
=
5 5 5
1 1 1
4 4 3
6 6 6
2 2 2
3 3 4
=
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 4
4 4 3
5 5 5
6 6 6
(7)
Thus, we 0nd that Algorithm 2 is more e>cient than Algorithm 1. This is further shown by
experimenting on seven examples in Section 4.
2.1.2. Analysis of algorithms
We now show that Algorithm 2 is better than Algorithm 1:
(i) Algorithm 1
Let |Hi|=mi; (i=1; 2; : : : ; n) and let m=max16i6n mi then the number of leaves of the tree T (S)
is less than or equal to
∏n
i=1 mi6m
n. Thus, Algorithm 1 requires O(mn) time.
Note 1. Supposing the worst case, i.e., that is mi=m; (i=1; 2; : : : ; n), the distribution of non-zero
entries is regular, then t(n) = O(mn) time.
(ii) Algorithm 2
Theorem 1. Let A be a square matrix of order n; S be the associated numerical structure of A
and T (S) be its corresponding tree. Then
tn6
n∏
k=1
min(rk ; n− k + 1); (8)
where tn is the number of the leaves of the tree T (S); rk = |Hk |; Hk ; (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) is the set of
column indices entries in the kth row of A.
Proof. We shall prove by induction on n. For n= 1, the result is obvious.
Suppose the theorem is true for matrices of order n= m. Then,
tm6
m∏
k=1
min(rk ; m− k + 1):
To prove that the theorem is true for the matrices of order n = m + 1. Using Algorithm 2 (see
Step 1), the rows of these matrices are to be arranged in an increasing order of cardinalities of
Hk; (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n). Suppose S ′ is the associated numerical structure of this matrix.
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We expand the numerical structure S ′ according to Algorithm 1 about (m + 1)th row, we
have
tm+1 =
∑
j∈Hm+1
tm(A( j)m ); (9)
where A( j)m is the cofactor corresponding to the element am+1; j.
Using (8), we have
tm(A( j)m )6
m∏
k=1
min(r( j)k ; m− k + 1)
6
m∏
k=1
min(rk ; m− k + 1):
Substituting in (9), we get
tm+16
∑
j∈Hm+1
m∏
k=1
min(rk ; m− k + 1)
6
m+1∏
k=1
min(rk ; m− k + 2);
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Note 2. It is clear that computing determinant of a matrix by Algorithm 2 is faster than that one
by Algorithm 1.
2.1.3. Solution of a sparse system of linear equations
Consider the following system of linear algebraic equations of order n:
Ax = b: (10)
According to Cramer rule, the solution of (10) is given by
xk =
det(Ak)
det(A)
; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n (11)
where Ak is a matrix obtained from A by replacing its kth column by b.
Denition 3. Suppose Aug(A) denotes the matrix [A : b] and S is the associated numerical structure
of Aug(A). The numerical substructure Sk ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n + 1 is obtained from S by removing all
resulting columns in expansion of S containing k.
For example, let Aug(A) be 3× 4 matrix
Aug(A) =

 a11 a12 0 a14a21 0 a23 a24
0 a32 0 0

 : (12)
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Therefore,
S =
1 {1; 2; 4} 1 1 1 4 4
2 {1; 3; 4} = 2 3 4 1 3
3 {2} 3 2 2 2 2
and
S1 =
1 4
2 3
3 2
; S2 =
1
2 ∅
3
; S3 =
1 1 4
2 4 1
3 2 2
; S4 =
1 1
2 3
3 2
: (13)
Clearly,
det(Ak) = det(Sk); k = 1; 2; : : : ; n and det(A) = det(Sn+1)
and hence
xk =
det(Sk)
det(Sn+1)
; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n: (14)
Theorem 2.
det A= (−1)n
∑
h
(−1)hf(h); (15)
where h is a path j1; j2; : : : ; jn of T (S); the summation is taken over all paths h of T (S); and h is
the number of interchanges needed to put vertices of h in order and f(h) = ai1j1a2j2 : : : anjn .
Proof. We know that
det A=
∑

sign()a1j1a2j2 : : : anjn : (16)
Suppose there is a permutation  = j1j2 : : : jn such that
a1j1a2j2 : : : anjn 	= 0: (17)
Then the path h of T (S) corresponding to this non-vanishing term consists of branches (j1; j2); (j2; j3);
: : : ; (jn−1; jn) by Algorithm 1. Thus, h= (j1; j2); (j2; j3); : : : ; (jn−1; jn) is a path of T (S). Conversely,
if h is a path of T (S), there is a corresponding unique non-vanishing term in (15). Hence, there
exists one-to-one correspondence between the non-vanishing term in (15) and paths of T (S). It is
remained to be shown that sign() is determined by h.
We set up an (2× n) array as follows:(
1 2 : : : n
j1 j2 : : : jn
)
: (18)
Suppose, for some permutation ; ( − 1) interchanges are needed to make the second row of
(18) in the order of the 0rst. But, from algebra, we know that (18) can be written as product of
directed circuits. If h is number of these circuits consisting of 1; 2; : : : ; h edges. Then the total
of interchanges needed are
∑h
i=1 (i − 1) =
∑n
i=1 i − h = n − h. Consequently, the sign of the
permutation is (−1)1+2+···+h−h = (−1)n−h which completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 3. If S is the numerical structure corresponding to Aug(A); then the solution is given by
xm =
∑
h′ (−1)h′f(h′)∑
h′′ (−1)h′′f(h′′)
; m= 1; 2; : : : ; n; (19)
where Sm and Sn+1 are numerical structures obtained from S by removing the columns m and
n+ 1; respectively; h′ and h′′ are paths of T (Sm) and T (Sn+1) and h′ and h′′ are the number of
interchanged required to make vertices of h′ and h′′ in order respectively.
Proof. According to Cramer rule
xm =
det(Sm)
det(Sn+1)
; m= 1; 2; : : : ; n: (20)
From Theorem 2, we have
det(Sn+1) = (−1)n
∑
h′′
(−1)h′′f(h′′) (21)
and
det(Sm) = (−1)n
∑
h′
(−1)h′f(h′): (22)
Substituting (21) and (22) into (20), we obtain the desired result.
Theorem 4. If  is the ratio of non-zero entries in a matrix such that 0¡¡1=e; then (n)n¡n!.
Proof. We prove by induction. For n= 1, the result is obvious. Suppose the theorem is true for n.
That is
(n)n ¡n!
and prove that
((n+ 1))n+1 ¡ (n+ 1)!
We have
((n+ 1))n+1 =
nnn+1(n+ 1)n(n+ 1)
nn
=
(n)n(n+ 1)n(n+ 1)
nn
:
Because Limn→∞ (1 + 1=n)n = e, then
((n+ 1))n+1 ¡
(n)n(n+ 1)n(n+ 1)
(1 + (1=n))n nn
=
(n+ 1) (1 + (1=n))n (n)n
(1 + (1=n))n
¡n!(n+ 1) = (n+ 1)!
From Thoerem 4, we 0nd that the numerical structure approach outlined here is suitable only to
those matrices, which contain less number of non-zero entries as compared to its total size (for so
large sparsity). That is, the numerical structure approach is e>cient if the ratio of nonzero entries
of matrix is less than 1=e. Such matrices are commonly encountered in practical applications.
2.2. Digraph approach
In this section, we describe the digraph approach to solve a sparse system of linear equations.
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Fig. 2. The associated digraph GA of A.
Fig. 3. The set of 1-factors in GA.
2.2.1. Computation of determinants
We show the relationship between the terms in the expansion of determinant of A and certain
types of subgraphs of the associated digraph GA of A.
Denition 4. Let A be a square matrix of order n. The associated graph GA of A is an n-nodes
weighted and labeled digraph such that there exists an edge (i; j) with weight aij if aji 	= 0 for
i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n and vice versa.
For example, the associated digraph GA of (2) is as shown in Fig. 2.
In order to compute determinant of A, we introduce the following de0nitions:
1. A 1-factor of digraph G is a spanning subgraph of G, which is regular of degree 1 [6].
2. A path {u− v} in a digraph is a sequence of distinct nodes and contiguous edges leading from
u to v such that there are no repeating edges.
3. A circuit is a path, which begins and ends at the same node.
Note that 1-factor is a set of node-disjoint circuits which includes all the nodes of G. For illustrative
purpose, the 1-factors of Fig. 2 is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. The 1-factorial connections from 1 to 3 in GA.
Denition 5. Let GA be the associated digraph of a square matrix A of order n. The determinant of
A is de0ned by
det A= (−1)n
∑
h
(−1)Lhf(h); (23)
where h is a 1-factor in GA and Lh is the number of directed circuits in h and f(h) denotes the
product of weights associated with the edges of h.
According to (23) the determinant of (2) is given
det A= (−1)6a11a22a33a44a55a66 + (−1)5a11a22a34a43a55a66:
Denition 6. A 1-factorial connection from node i to node j of digraph GA is a spanning subgraph
of GA which contains:
(i) A directed path from i to j;
(ii) A set of node-disjoint circuits which include all nodes of GA except those contained in (i).
An example of a set of 1-factorial connections from 1 to 3 in GA of Fig. 1 is presented in Fig 4.
Denition 7. Let GA be the associated digraph of a square matrix A of order n, then the cofactor
of the (i; j)-element of A is de0ned by
ij = (−1)n−1
∑
Hij
(−1)LHf(Hij); i 	= j; (24)
where Hij is a 1-factorial connection from i to j in GA, and LH is the number of direct circuits
in Hij.
2.2.2. Solution of a sparse system of linear equations
Using (23) and (24), the solution of (10) is given by
xm =
∑
H (n+1)m (−1)LHf(H(n+1)m)∑
h (−1)Lhf(h)
; m= 1; 2; : : : ; n; (25)
where H(n+1)m is a 1-factorial connection from n+1 to m in GAu ; Au is the augmented matrix obtained
from A by attaching −b to the right of A, and then attaching a row of zeros at the bottom of the
resultant matrix; h is a 1-factor in GA; and LH and Lh are the number of directed circuits in H(n+1)m
and h, respectively.
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3. Storage scheme
A short presentation of the storage technique described here is based on the idea proposed in
literature [1,2,5,18]. This scheme is called as row ordered list uncompressed storage scheme. The
version given here is row ordered list in which non-zero elements are stored row-by-row, with each
row, non-zero elements are stored in the order of increasing column index.
To identify the elements of any row, it is necessary to know where the row starts, how many
non-zero elements it contains and in what columns the non-zero elements occur. Storing given matrix
A with uncompressed scheme requires three one-dimensional arrays VA, JA and IA of length na,
na, and n + 1 where n is the number of rows and na is the total number of non-zero elements in
the matrix A.
The array VA contains the non-zero elements of A stored row-by-row, JA contains the column
indices, which correspond to the non-zero elements in the array VA. Finally, IA contains n + 1
pointers, which delimit the rows of non-zeros in the array VA, as illustrated below:
For example, for (12), the arrays VA, JA and IA are
VA=
JA=
IA=
row1︷ ︸︸ ︷
a11 a12 a14
1 2 4
1 4 7
row2︷ ︸︸ ︷
a21 a23 a24
1 3 4
8
row3︷︸︸︷
a32
2 (26)
Note 3. The array VA and JA are only used in digraph approach.
The implementation of numerical structure approach using Algorithms 1 and 2 is compared with
digraph approach in the next section.
4. Numerical experiments
The numerical structure and digraph approaches discussed above are implemented in turbo C++.
The programs are run successfully on a PC with Pentium II processors. Only the non-zero elements
of Aug(A) are stored by using the row ordered list uncompressed storage scheme. The programs are
tested on the following seven examples.
Example 1 ([14]).
A=


5 0 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 −2
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 1 0 −9 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 5


:
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Example 2 ([14]).
A=


5 0 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
2 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
−1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 −2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 1 0 −9 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 −1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 −6


:
Example 3 ([14]).
A=


5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 −6 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
0 −1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5


:
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Example 4 ([3]).
A=


1 1
−1 1 1
· −1 1 ·
· −1 · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
−1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 1


:
Example 5 ([12]).
A=


0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
−1 0 1
−1 0


:
Example 6. This system is DuP et al. [9] test problem on heat transfer analysis – 10 × 10 mesh
(81 unknowns).
Example 7 ([15]).
VA = {5; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 4; 1; 3; 1; 1; 6; 1; 5; 1; 7; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 3; 1; 5; 1; 4; 1; 1; 5; 1; 1; 2, 3; 1; 1; 5; 1; 4; 2; 1;
1; 6; 1; 5; 4; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 3; 1; 5; 1; 5; 6; 1; 1; 8; 1; 9; 1; 2; 3; 1; 1; 4; 1; 5; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1, 5; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1;
4; 1; 3; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 4; 1; 4; 1; 3; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; 3; 1; 4; 5; 1; 1; 1; 1; 7; 1; 6; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 3; 1; 4; 1, 5; 1; 8; 1;
5; 1; 1; 3; 1; 4; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 3; 1; 1; 4; 1; 1; 5; 1; 1; 1; 3; 1; 5; 1; 3; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 5; 1; 1; 6; 1; 1; 8; 1; 1; 7, 1; 1;
1; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 3; 11; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1; 5; 1; 8; 1; 1; 6; 1; 4; 1; 2; 1; 5; 1; 3; 1; 1; 5; 1; 1; 1; 2}
JA= {1, 13, 24, 2, 17, 29, 3, 21, 4, 25, 58, 19, 6, 18, 7, 20, 8, 22, 9, 30, 68, 10, 28, 11, 23, 12,
26, 13, 24, 80, 14, 27, 1, 15, 16, 78, 5, 17, 3, 18, 19, 90, 6, 20, 7, 21, 22, 100, 10, 23, 9, 24, 25,
67, 12, 26, 14, 27, 15, 28, 29, 82, 15, 30, 7, 31, 13, 32, 33, 90, 17, 34, 12, 35, 36, 78, 20, 37, 24,
38, 28, 39, 21, 40, 25, 41, 30, 42, 33, 43, 29, 44, 37, 45, 32, 46, 14, 47, 48, 70, 36, 49, 22, 50,
13, 51, 37, 52, 33, 53, 24, 54, 35, 55, 56, 100, 27, 57, 38, 58, 29, 59, 40, 60, 78, 31, 61, 42, 62,
43, 63, 54, 64, 21, 65, 32, 66, 24, 53, 67, 37, 68, 42, 69, 28, 60, 70, 37, 71, 28, 72, 7, 40, 73, 38,
59, 74, 11, 75, 12, 76, 34, 77, 35, 78, 26, 79, 45, 80, 29, 57, 81, 40, 63, 82, 38, 70, 83, 40, 68,
84, 72, 85, 58, 86, 60, 87, 41, 54, 88, 28, 50, 89, 21, 53, 90, 25, 91, 30, 92, 33, 65, 93, 29, 94,
37, 95, 32, 96, 37, 97, 26, 65, 98, 36, 99, 22, 100}
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Table 1
The CPU time required to get the solution using numerical structure and digraph
Example Size of A No. of non-zeros CPU time taken in seconds
n of Aug(A)
na Alg. 1 Alg. 2 Digraph
1 10 33 Negligible Negligible 0.549451
2 15 59 0.219780 Negligible 134.780220
3 20 67 0.879121 0.109850 6924.230769
4 100 298 0.529670 0.312164 3225.164835
5 100 498 0.468350 0.468350 37325.98905
6 81 750 10.164835 1.019890 5213.109890
7 100 319 4.819890 0.546835 5627.164835
IA = { 1, 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 27, 29, 32, 34, 36, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54,
56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 104,
106, 108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118, 120, 122, 124, 127, 129, 131, 133, 135, 137, 139, 142, 144,
146, 149, 151, 153, 156, 159, 161, 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 174, 177, 180, 183, 185, 187, 189,
192, 195, 198, 200, 202, 205, 207, 211, 213, 216, 218, 220}
Note 4. The right-hand side in the each example is to be Ax = b, where x = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)T. The
turbo C++ has been run successfully. The computed results obtained by Algorithms 1 and 2 and
by digraph approach are given in Table 1.
From the table, it is clear that digraph approach for applying Cramer rule is not e>cient to solve
(10). The numerical structure approach using either Algorithm 1 or 2 is more e>cient than digraph
approach. For more details about e>ciency and usefulness of digraph see [14]. It is also evident that
CPU time is considerably reduced in Algorithm 2, for instance in Examples 3, 6 and 7, Algorithm
2 speeds up the computation by factor of about 8. Thus, the numerical structure is a worthwhile
approach to 0nd the solution of (10) and it is recommended to be used. Moreover, expression (20) to
solve (10) is very useful from practical viewpoint of computer analysis of very large networks, when
the matrix coe>cients are given in literal form rather than in numerical form and there is no necessity
of formulating the system of equations. Since there is one-to-one correspondence between numerical
structure and digraph approach, we can use numerical structure to compute digraph admittance, which
cannot be computed by Gaussian elimination.
5. Remarks and conclusions
From the performance of the numerical experiments, it may easily be concluded that digraph
approach is not e>cient but useful, see [14]. From Theorem 3, we 0nd that the numerical structure
approach outlined here is much suitable to those matrices, which contain less number of non-zero
entries as compared to its size (for large sparsity). That is, the numerical structure approach is
e>cient if the ratio of non-zero entries of matrix is less than 1=e. Such matrices are commonly
encountered in practical applications.
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We also 0nd that Algorithm 2 is much more e>cient than digraph approach. Therefore, numerical
structure is recommended to be used to 0nd direct solution of a system of linear equations. Some
of the main features of numerical structure used are in:
1. generating circuits and paths and thereby computing 1-factors and 1-factorial connections,
2. computing Hamilton circuits and Euler lines,
3. computing the determinant and permanent of sparse matrices,
4. computing exact solution of a sparse system of linear equations in case all the entries in
Aug(A) are integers and if all products do not exceed the size of the largest integer that can
be represented in the arithmetic of the computer used,
5. computing digraph admittance from node to another, which cannot be computed by Gaussian
elimination,
6. In networks theory and structure mechanics analysis, the matrices are often given in literal form
rather than in numerical form. This approach suits very well in such cases.
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